MPD150 is an independent, community-based initiative challenging the narrative that police exist to protect and serve. In 2017, on the 150th anniversary of the Minneapolis Police Department, the group produced a performance evaluation of the MPD based on historical research and interviews with community members. Read the expanded 2020 edition of that report at www.MPD150.com.

We believe in the power, possibility, and necessity of a police-free future. We also understand, however, that this is a new idea for many people. What follows are some frequently-asked questions, and our responses.
WON'T ABOLISHING THE POLICE CREATE CHAOS AND CRIME? HOW WILL WE STAY SAFE?

Police abolition work is not about snapping our fingers and instantly defunding every department in the world. Rather, we’re talking about a process of strategically reallocating resources, funding, and responsibility away from police and toward community-based models of safety, support, and prevention.

The people who respond to crises in our community should be the people who are best-equipped to deal with those crises. Rather than strangers armed with guns, who very likely do not live in the neighborhoods they’re patrolling, we want to create space for more mental health service providers, violence prevention specialists, social workers, victim/survivor advocates, elders and spiritual leaders, neighbors and friends—all of the people who really make up the fabric of a community—to look out for one another.
Crime isn’t random. Most of the time, it happens when someone has been unable to meet their basic needs through other means. So to really “fight crime,” we don’t need more cops; we need more jobs, more educational opportunities, more affordable housing, more arts programs, more community centers, more mental health resources, and more of a say in how our communities function.

Sure, in this transition process, we may need a small, specialized class of public servants whose job is to respond to violence. But part of what we’re talking about here is what role police play in our society. Right now, only a small fraction of police work involves responding to violence; more often, they’re making traffic stops, arresting petty drug users, harassing Black and Brown people, and engaging in a range of “broken windows policing” behaviors that only serve to keep more people under the thumb of the criminal justice system.
BUT WHY NOT FUND THE POLICE AND FUND ALL THESE ALTERNATIVES TOO? WHY IS IT AN EITHER/OR?

It’s not just that police are ineffective: in many communities, they’re actively harmful. The history of policing is a history of violence against the marginalized—American police departments were originally created to dominate and criminalize communities of color and poor white workers, a job they continue doing to this day. The list has grown even longer: LGBTQ folks, people with disabilities, activists—so many of us are attacked by cops on a daily basis.

And it’s bigger than just police brutality; it’s about how the prison industrial complex, the drug war, immigration law, and the web of policy, law, and culture that forms our criminal justice system has destroyed millions of lives, and torn apart families. Cops don’t prevent crime; they cause it, through the ongoing, violent disruption of our communities.
It’s also worth noting that most social service agencies and organizations that could serve as alternatives to the police are underfunded, scrambling for grant money to stay alive while being forced to interact with officers who often make their jobs even harder. In 2020, the Minneapolis Police Department received $193 million in city funding alone. Imagine what that kind of money could do to keep our communities safe if it was reinvested.

“WE’RE ASKING COPS TO DO TOO MUCH IN THIS COUNTRY... EVERY SOCIETAL FAILURE, WE PUT IT OFF ON THE COPS TO SOLVE. NOT ENOUGH MENTAL HEALTH FUNDING, LET THE COPS HANDLE IT... HERE IN DALLAS WE GOT A LOOSE DOG PROBLEM: LET’S HAVE THE COPS CHASE LOOSE DOGS. SCHOOLS FAIL, LET’S GIVE IT TO THE COPS... THAT’S TOO MUCH TO ASK. POLICING WAS NEVER MEANT TO SOLVE ALL THOSE PROBLEMS.”

—FORMER DALLAS POLICE CHIEF DAVID BROWN
WHAT ABOUT BODY CAMERAS? WHAT ABOUT CIVILIAN REVIEW BOARDS, IMPLICIT BIAS TRAINING, AND COMMUNITY POLICING INITIATIVES?

Video footage (whether from body cameras or other sources) wasn’t enough to get justice for Philando Castile, Samuel DuBose, Walter Scott, Tamir Rice, and far too many other victims of police violence. A single implicit bias training session can’t overcome decades of conditioning and department culture. Other reforms, while often noble in intention, simply do not do enough to get to the root of the issue.

History is a useful guide here: community groups in the 1960s also demanded civilian review boards, better training, and community policing initiatives. Some of these demands were even met. But universally, they were either ineffective, or dismantled by the police department over time. It’s time to try something new.
This all sounds good in theory, but wouldn’t it be impossible to do?

Throughout US history, everyday people have regularly accomplished “impossible” things, from the abolition of slavery, to voting rights, to the 40-hour workweek, and more.

What’s really impossible is the idea that police departments can be reformed against their will to protect and serve communities whom they have always attacked.

The police, as an institution around the world, have existed for less than 200 years—less time than chattel slavery existed in the Americas. Abolishing the police doesn’t need to be difficult— we can do it in our own cities, one dollar at a time, through redirecting budgets to common-sense alternative programs.

Let’s get to work!
**WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE?**

Aside from MPD150’s “Enough Is Enough” report, the “Resources” page at our website has a huge list of articles, essays, and more: www.MPD150.com.

A few other potential starting points:

- Are Prisons Obsolete? (Angela Y. Davis)
- The End of Policing (Alex Vitale)
- Abolition Now! (Critical Resistance Anthology)
- Golden Gulag (Ruth Wilson Gilmore)
- Prison By Any Other Name (Maya Schenwar and Victoria Law)
- Our Enemies in Blue: Police and Power in America (Kristian Williams)
- Who Do You Serve, Who Do You Protect? (A TruthOut Collection)
- The study guide at AWorldWithoutPolice.org
- The study guide at AbolitionJournal.org
- Ten Action Ideas for Building a Police-Free Future at MPD150.com